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Summary:

A growing number of private companies are offering, via the Internet, genetic tests "directly to consumers". These types of genetic "services" raise a number of ethical concerns, in particular, the validity and clinical utility of these tests and the fact that they are conducted without a system in place to ensure that consumers understand the scope, limits and the basic meaning of the results. This GenEdit analyzes existing normative documents which address genetic tests offered directly to consumers. It identifies three broad approaches regarding the normative framework that should govern such testing. The first approach generally advocates for the ban of these services, while the second appears to allow them, provided that certain conditions are met. The third approach falls somewhere in the middle. These normative documents were also studied for specific information related to the roles and responsibilities of healthcare professionals, pre-test information, consent and communication of results, as well as the importance of educating the public and healthcare professionals. It concludes by stressing the scientific, social and moral necessity for a consistent and adapted normative framework, and the need to initiate activities for public education and public consultation.
INTRODUCTION

Due in large part to progress in molecular biology and advances in biotechnologies, more and more genetic tests have been made available for an increasing number of genetic conditions (i.e.: breast cancer). Although such tests are usually carried out in a traditional healthcare setting with the support of healthcare professionals, an increasing number of private companies are now offering direct-to-consumer (DTC) genetic testing by way of the Internet. The following conditions usually pertain to these online services:

1) the consumer can purchase the test(s) without a medical prescription or doctor's authorization;
2) the consumer provides his own biological material;
3) test results are communicated directly to the consumer.5

For some time now there has been a keen interest in these tests, which we will subsequently refer to as direct-to-consumer (DTC) tests. This is reflected in the fact that in the last few years a large number of private companies, such as 23andMe, deCODE, and My Genome, have become interested in the market for genetic testing services.

Companies offering DTC genetic testing services differ significantly in the type of services they offer and in the ways in which they offer them. The type of information provided by such services can pertain to, among others, paternity, ancestry or health-related traits. Some companies offer complete genome scans, the results of which pertain to all these areas and more. Furthermore, the procedures for obtaining the tests can differ widely from company to company. Some companies will supply or require pre- and post-test telephone consultations with a certified genetic counselor, while other companies will allow consumers to order the test and obtain the test results without any type of medical follow-up or genetic counseling.

Companies engaged in DTC genetic testing are keen to point out the benefits of using such services. They claim that it increases individual autonomy and consumer empowerment such that individuals can play a more active role in their own healthcare. Secondly, such genetic tests can also increase individual privacy and confidentiality since not only do they bypass a face-to-face meeting with a medical doctor, the results of such tests will not necessarily be part of the traditional health care file (and as such will not necessarily be used when asking for health related insurance).6

Whatever the merits of these arguments, it is clear that DTC genetic testing also raises many ethical concerns, especially with regard to the tests’ clinical validity and utility.7 Furthermore, many tests for complex traits remain mired in uncertainty and interpreting their results requires extreme caution (i.e.: susceptibility testing). In addition, there is an important ethical problem in that DTC genetic testing, can lead to the inappropriate testing of children.8 Even in the testing of adults, other questions arise: was there sufficient informed consent, and were the test results clearly understood? Fundamentally the problem is that the results of testing can be difficult to interpret and can lead to a severe misreading of the actual or future health status of the consumer; the consumer may either be too alarmist and think the results mean certain disease or sickness, or alternatively he may be too complacent and believe that because he has no increased risk he does not need to follow a healthy lifestyle. Ethical concerns also arise in the "prediction" of a disease which can be neither prevented nor treated, or when consumer data and biological samples are used for research purposes.

These concerns clearly show why DTC genetic testing is considered by some to be very controversial9 and yet, the problematic issues are not limited to those listed above. There is additional debate regarding the need to implement more specific regulatory oversight.10 Some authors question whether policy makers should take it upon themselves to protect individuals from their own desire for information,11 while others think that a stricter regulatory framework is clearly needed.12 Yet another position, held by some organizations, is that the advertising and unrestricted offer of genetic testing should be banned altogether, and that genetic tests should be undertaken only on the direct order of a physician.13
The goal of this article is to review the normative texts published in either English or French which specifically deal with direct-to-consumer genetic testing. By making a comparative analysis of these texts we wanted to determine the prevailing trends with regard to the ethical dimensions of direct-to-consumer genetic testing. This article will focus on three general themes found in the majority of the texts we analyzed: 1) the roles and responsibilities of healthcare professionals; 2) the type of pre-test information that should be given to consumers, informed consent and the communication of test results; and 3) the education of the public and/or healthcare professionals.

**METHODOLOGY**

This research was carried out in January 2009 using the databases HumGen International, Web of Science, PubMed and Google Scholar. The following Internet sites were also searched: 1) national bioethics committees (using lists found on the site of the World Health Organization and of the German Reference Center for Ethics in the Life Sciences); 2) organizations devoted to the subject of human genetics (using the list found on the site of the International Federation of Human Genetics Societies as well as associated links); and 3) several national medical associations (using the list of the World Medical Association). Documents were included in our review of normative texts if their title indicated that they dealt explicitly with the question of direct-to-consumer genetic testing and if they presented a position statement on this issue. Only texts written in English or French or which had been translated into one of these two languages were included.

Private companies selling genetic testing services directly to the public have a wide range of tests on offer. Some of these tests are more prone than others to be carried out without medical consultation. This is particularly true of genetic testing to establish family relationships (paternity tests) or ancestry (genealogy tests), both of which may have large potential markets for direct-to-consumer genetic testing. However, for the purposes of the present research, normative texts dealing exclusively with paternity tests or ancestry tests were specifically excluded.

**RESULTS**

A total of fourteen normative texts were identified, originating from thirteen different organizations and seven different countries (Table 1). The different types of organizations included: two government organizations; four genetics associations or societies; four medical or professional organizations; and three organizations with an ethical vocation. No normative text with an international or even regional perspective met our criteria for inclusion in this research.

**Table 1**: List of normative texts dealing explicitly with direct-to-consumer genetic testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Organization / Country</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Advisory Committee on Genetic Testing (ACGT) / United Kingdom</td>
<td>Code of Practice and Guidance on Human Genetic Testing Services Supplied Direct to the Public[^14^]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Belgian Advisory Committee on Bioethics (BACB) / Belgium</td>
<td>Opinion no. 32 of 5 July 2004 on the Free Availability of Genetic Tests[^16^]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>National Consultative Ethics Committee for Health and Life Sciences (NCEC) / France</td>
<td>Opinion no. 86 – Problems connected to marketing self-test kits for HIV Screening and Diagnosis of Genetic Disease[^17^]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results of this search have been grouped according to the general approach (es) adopted by each organization vis-à-vis DTC genetic testing and specific subtopics related to this service. Albeit to a certain extent relative and subjective, this categorization allows for the identification of the general tendencies adopted by the various normative texts and the specific issues they have examined. Furthermore, it is understood that by addressing only certain specific topics there is the risk of not fully conveying all the subtleties of the texts as a whole.

GENERAL POSITIONS

Three main positions regarding the regulation of DTC genetic testing were identified: two of these represent opposing opinions while the third is classified as a median approach. Some texts advocate banning the free-market sale of genetic tests directly to consumers and stipulate that genetic tests should be carried out under the care of a qualified health care professional. For example, the American Medical Association currently opposes direct-to-consumer genetic testing and the American College of Medical Genetics states: "[a] knowledgeable professional should be involved in the process of ordering and interpreting a genetic test" [our emphasis].
Other texts advocate a more liberal approach, whereby direct-to-consumer genetic testing is allowed as long as certain conditions are met.31 The Human Genetics Commission, for example, recommends a stricter control on genetic testing without actually prohibiting it: "[w]e recommend stricter controls on direct genetic testing, but we do not believe that there should be statutory prohibition of some, or all, direct genetic tests."32

Finally there are texts that adopt what we call a median approach33 which can be explained in one of three ways. In one instance34, the members of the organization signing the normative text are divided about the position to adopt: some of them want to ban the sale of genetic tests directly to the consumer while others would allow the practice if certain conditions were met. In other instances35, the text is included in the median group because the position taken varies according to the type of genetic test: "[w]hereas the DTC model may be contraindicated for certain types of tests, the availability of other tests in the absence of a health care provider may not compromise, and may even foster, patient health."36 The same is true for another text which states that where diagnostic tests or predictive tests are concerned, consumers should not be able to obtain them directly, but it does not address other types of genetic tests (thereby leading one to believe that there is no limit on access to such tests).37 In yet other texts the position taken is subject to interpretation as the authors state that direct-to-consumer genetic testing should be "discouraged".38

With regards to the framework that should govern direct-to-consumer genetic testing, an analysis of the normative documents considered herein reveals that, regardless of the overall position taken, they nearly all attribute responsibilities to healthcare professionals. Therefore, it is useful to determine what roles and responsibilities are advocated.

SPECIFIC POSITIONS

1) Roles and responsibilities of healthcare professionals

The fourteen normative documents examined take differing and sometimes diametrically opposed positions when it comes to determining the roles and responsibilities of healthcare professionals regarding DTC genetic testing services. In summary, however, it appears that when the more restrictive approach is advocated, the stipulation is that genetic testing should take place within the context of a professional medical relationship.39 For example, some members of the Belgian Advisory Committee on Bioethics state that:

"the free availability of genetic self-tests should be prohibited. These members think that genetic tests should always take place in a medical professional relationship in the framework of which sufficient information is provided and counselling is guaranteed. […] These members think that a reliable test result with a reliable interpretation and sensible instructions for the parties concerned presupposes that these tests take place within a professional relationship. […] These members are also of the view that an adequate protection of third parties involved in the test results can only be guaranteed via the filter of a medical professional relationship. […] These members feel that the limitation of access to genetic tests on a doctor’s orders would prevent an excessive commercialisation of the tests."40

It is clear from this passage that a great deal of importance is placed on the role of healthcare professionals. However, while some texts that adopt this stance suggest that healthcare professionals in general (i.e.: without a defined speciality), can assume the responsibility for authorizing access to certain genetic tests and for providing genetic counseling,41 others explicitly state that this responsibility should be given to a health care professional who is specialized in genetics.42

Furthermore, even when normative texts describe a liberal position regarding direct-to-consumer genetic testing, they often place the burden of responsibility on healthcare professionals, or at least assign them a defined role, notably to provide information for patients/consumers and interpret test results. To be more precise, some texts43 adopt an approach which we refer to as "collaborative"; this view advocates that DTC genetic testing companies and healthcare professionals
must act together to ensure, among others, that the pre-test information available to consumers is of high quality and that consumers understand test results. Among the texts advocating this collaborative approach, some place the responsibility of initiating collaboration squarely on the shoulders of the direct-to-consumer genetic testing companies while others say the responsibility lies with the consumer. The Advisory Committee on Genetic Testing in the United Kingdom, for example, assigns a set of duties to DTC genetic testing companies, including: the duty to provide the consumer's primary-care physician with the test results once the consumer's consent has been obtained; to work with healthcare professionals in producing information materials destined for consumers; and to refer consumers with abnormal test results to healthcare professionals who are able to provide the necessary support. On the other hand, the American Society for Clinical Pathology (ASCP) appears to place the responsibility for seeking out the input of a healthcare professional in the hands of the consumer:

"[p]atients should consult with their primary care physician when ever possible after receiving DAT [direct access testing] test results. [...] For optimum patient health outcomes, ASCP recommends that patients consult with their physician for proper interpretation of test results. Laboratory testing helps better identify a patient's health status. Clinicians may have access to the patient's family history and other data that can critically affect test interpretation and can order additional tests to clarify the results or predict risk."

The American Society of Human Genetics (ASHG) Statement on Direct-to-Consumer Genetic Testing in the United States places the burden of responsibility on professional organizations to educate their members so that the latter can then explain to their patients the types of genetic tests offered directly to the consumer, their benefits and their limitations, etc:

"[T]o ensure that providers are aware that genetic tests are being provided DTC and that some of these tests may lack analytic or clinical validity, professional organizations should educate their members regarding the types of genetic tests offered DTC, so that providers can counsel their patients about the potential value and limitations of DTC testing."

This analysis of normative texts regarding the roles and responsibilities of healthcare professionals in the context of DTC genetic testing clearly reveals that whatever the general position taken, healthcare professionals are almost always assigned roles and responsibilities. Similarly, many of these texts also raise the issues of pre-test information, consumer consent and the communication of test results. It is important, therefore, to review the positions with regard to these three factors in order to identify current thinking on the ethics involved.

2) Pre-test information, consent and the communication of results

Many of the normative texts analyzed are in agreement that DTC genetic testing raises serious concerns, given the difficulty of ensuring that consumers fully understand 1) the implications of the test before they consent to it and 2) the test results.53

i. Pre-test information

Several of the documents examined single out the inadequacy of the information given to consumers regarding the implications of genetic testing as one of the major concerns raised by DTC genetic testing services. They emphasize that the individuals undergoing the tests, and maybe even their families, should understand the full implications of results before any testing is performed. However, once this general statement is made, there is a large variety of solutions offered. Some guidelines emphasize the duty of the DTC genetic testing companies to provide adequate information. Several of these guidelines discuss the general duty that companies have to provide appropriate information to consumers by giving details about the tests offered (including the scope of the test and its limitations, as well as interpretation of test results). The Advisory Committee on Genetic Testing in the United Kingdom, for example, says the following:

"[s]uppliers should provide appropriate information to the customer giving details of the tested condition, to ensure that the customer understands the nature of the testing, its scope and limitations, and the
Beyond this general duty, some guidelines are more specific and list aspects of genetic testing that must be explained to consumers. The Swiss Society of Medical Genetics, for example, states that:

“The consumer must be told who will have access to the results, what security measures are in place to protect the privacy of the results, what will happen to the DNA sample once the test is completed, and what the complaint mechanism is in the event of a breakdown in the protection of the data. The consumer should also be made aware of the possibility of future discrimination by an employer and/or an insurance company and of the potential impact on other family members before any genetic testing goes ahead.”

Other normative documents have what may be described as a “middle-of-the-road” or “mixed” approach, combining the responsibilities of independent organizations (consumer protection agencies, national human genetics associations and the media, for example) with the duties of the companies offering DTC genetic testing services. Along these lines, the Human Genetics Commission states: “the use of existing web-based information sources to provide comprehensive and independent information for consumers should be explored, and test developers/providers should be encouraged to facilitate consumer access to this information.” In an earlier document, this same organization proposes that funding be made available to a consumer protection agency to enable it to prepare specific and impartial information regarding DTC genetic testing services.

The National Society of Genetic Counselors (NSGC) in the United States adopts what we consider as being an “isolated position”, because it is found in only one of the texts analyzed. It recommends that it is the consumer’s responsibility to ensure, before the purchase of any genetic test, that the company from which the test is being purchased offers information which has been developed or reviewed by healthcare professionals specializing in genetics.

The great majority of the texts analyzed express that an understanding of pre-test information is a crucial aspect of direct-to-consumer genetic testing. There can, after all, be no informed consent if the information provided has not been fully understood.

**ii- Consent**

Fifty percent of the normative texts examined (seven out of fourteen) deal explicitly with the question of consent. Within this group, however, some identify the issues surrounding consent without offering any clear solution. In fact, only three documents take a precise position making it difficult to identify specific approaches regarding this subject. In general, however, we note that two texts assign responsibility to the direct-to-consumer testing companies, either by assigning obligations to them, or by advocating self-regulation. The third document takes a position that places the burden of responsibility on the consumer:

“[i]n order to increase the likelihood that patients receive appropriate genetic testing services through a DTC service delivery model, the NSGC strongly recommends that patients undertaking a direct to consumer genetic testing process assess whether the company has addressed the following issues prior to purchasing a DTC genetic test: […] 6. Is there a process for obtaining and documenting informed consent in a manner consistent with accepted medical practices as well as state and local regulations?”

As for documents that do not deal explicitly with the question of consent, it is not necessarily correct to conclude that the issue has therefore been dismissed by authors of these texts. The legal concept of consent requires that it be "informed." The informed nature of any consent implies that there be reasonable and adequate knowledge to enable decision-making to occur with full awareness of the facts. In the case of direct-to-consumer genetic testing, there is implicit recognition in all the normative texts that the informed nature of consent is a concern, as is indicated by the great weight they all place on the importance of the availability of pre-test information.

In addition to pre-test information and consent, there is a third major issue: that of
the communication of test results. Here the concerns involve the subtleties associated with the interpretation and correct understanding of results. Several of the texts analyzed herein raise this issue.69

**iii- Communication of results**

Unlike the issue of consent, the issue of the communication of tests results elicits many clear stances in the normative texts studied.70 As was done with the issue of consent, positions were divided into two groups. Several texts71 place the burden of responsibility on the companies by assigning them specific duties. The statement of the American College of Medical Genetics is as follows:

"[t]he interpretation of such results [results of direct-to-consumer genetic testing] is often highly nuanced and such information needs to be communicated to the consumer in the appropriate context and in an understandable fashion that is linguistically and culturally appropriate."72

For its part, the NSGC in the United States puts the burden of responsibility on the consumer:

"[i]n order to increase the likelihood that patients receive appropriate genetic testing services through a DTC service delivery model, the NSGC strongly recommends that patients undertaking a direct to consumer genetic testing process assess whether the company has addressed the following issues prior to purchasing a DTC genetic test: […] 3. Will results be given in a manner understandable to the average consumer, with a clear explanation of their clinical implications, if any, and including resources providing appropriate follow-up?"73

A crucial aspect of the communication of test results appears to be genetic counseling. Several texts74 emphasize the importance of post-test genetic counseling if the consumer is to adequately understand his results. In many of the documents the responsibility for providing this service is seen to lie with the companies offering DTC genetic tests. The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, however, makes an interesting point: while stating that pre- and post-test genetic counseling should be provided,75 it also raises the issue that there may be a potential conflict of interest for genetic counselors employed by the same companies that supply the genetic testing services:

"[a]lthough some companies offer genetic counseling, concerns have been raised regarding a potential conflict of interest when the company providing the testing employs the genetic counselor because a company advertising directly to consumers may receive no compensation for counseling alone and is compensated only if the test is ordered by the consumer."76

Communication of results is a particularly problematic aspect of direct-to-consumer genetic testing. In several of the texts analyzed,77 the education of the general public and/or of healthcare professionals is considered an important part of the solution for overcoming the possible negative impact of these tests.

3) **Education of the general public and/or of healthcare professionals**

Most of the texts examined place an emphasis on the importance of educating the general public.78 While some consider this as being essentially the responsibility of government79 and of independent organizations such as consumer protection agencies,80 others are more inclined to see this as the responsibility of government and healthcare professionals.81 All the members of the Belgian Advisory Committee on Bioethics, for example, are in agreement on a list of general recommendations including the imperative to grant a clear priority to the provision of adequate and complete public information. They specify that: "[h]ealth information at school should also play an important role, as well as the provision of information by the GP [general practitioner] and other first-line health workers."82

Interestingly, at least one of the texts examined considers education as a way of slowing or reducing demand for services provided by the direct-to-consumer genetic testing industry.83 The Human Genetics Society of Australasia states:

"[t]he best way to get rid of the market for DTC genetic testing may be to eliminate consumer demand through education about why DTC genetic testing fails to provide the basis for high
Meanwhile, in other documents, public education is seen more as a way of reducing the potential harmful outcomes of direct-to-consumer genetic testing. The Human Genetic Commission states: "[w]e think that consumer education about genetic testing will play an important role in minimising the potential harms that may follow from direct genetic tests." 86

Some texts 86 highlight the importance of educating healthcare professionals, principally because they believe that doctors have a role to play in patient counseling. The American Medical Association, for example, recommends that doctors be informed about the reality of direct-to-consumer genetic testing, including the lack of scientific validity of certain tests, so that patients can receive appropriate counseling regarding their potential harm. 87 Although one of the texts advocating the education of professionals does not specify who should take on the responsibility for this education, 88 others 89 assign this task to professional organizations:

"[t]o ensure that providers are aware that genetic tests are being provided DTC and that some of these tests may lack analytic or clinical validity, professional organizations should educate their members regarding the types of genetic tests offered DTC, so that providers can counsel their patients about the potential value and limitations of DTC testing." 90

DISCUSSION

In summary, few 91 normative documents dealing specifically with direct-to-consumer genetic testing were identified. Furthermore, as a whole there was a lack of general agreement or consensus regarding the positions taken and opinions regarding the issues relevant to DTC genetic testing services. This is somewhat surprising considering the potential ethical dilemmas that direct-to-consumer genetic testing raise. Moreover, the existing normative texts identified are very limited in scope, especially when considering the fact that the industry itself uses the Internet as a marketing tool which has neither borders nor jurisdictions. In this regard, there has been an interesting initiative from the Council of Europe to try and establish minimum, harmonized standards regarding genetic testing.

On November 27, 2008, the Council of Europe adopted a normative instrument with regional, and possibly international, significance. 92 This was the Additional Protocol to the Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine, concerning Genetic Testing for Health Purposes. While the protocol does not deal explicitly with direct-to-consumer genetic testing, it contains provisions which could be applied to some of these tests. As stated in Article 2, paragraph 1, the protocol "applies to tests, which are carried out for health purposes, involving analysis 93 of biological samples 94 of human origin and aiming specifically to identify the genetic characteristics of a person which are inherited or acquired during early prenatal development […] ."

Although some direct-to-consumer genetic testing companies state that the tests they offer are not intended for medical purposes, 95 this opinion is open to debate. According to the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists:

"[a]ll genetic testing, including at-home tests, should be considered medical testing because results might have an impact on future medical care and clinical decision making. Although some tests have been marketed as non-medical, […] these also should be considered medical tests." 96

Without going as far as to say that all direct-to-consumer tests should be considered medical tests, we believe that certain tests offered in the context of direct sale to consumers do have a medical connotation and could therefore be subject to the provisions set out in this Additional Protocol.

Article 7 of the Additional Protocol states: "[a] genetic test 97 for health purposes may only be performed under individualised medical supervision." According to the details contained in the Explanatory Report accompanying the Additional Protocol, the notion of medical supervision refers to a process within which genetic test will take place. 98 This provision is motivated primarily by the wish to provide the person concerned
with enough relevant pre-test information to enable him to make an informed decision as to whether or not the test should be performed and, if it is, to receive appropriate genetic counseling.\textsuperscript{99} The Explanatory Report also makes it clear that a genetic test performed for medical purposes must be done solely on the specific order of a physician.\textsuperscript{100}

In addition, although exceptions to Article 7 may be authorized in certain circumstances, this is not the case when the test has important implications for the health of the persons concerned or members of their family or procreation choices.\textsuperscript{101} In the remaining circumstances, a genetic test may not be required to respect the provision of individualized supervision as long as the other rules laid down by the Additional Protocol are respected.\textsuperscript{102} Specifically, the Additional Protocol states that when a genetic test is under consideration, the person concerned must be provided with appropriate pre-test information\textsuperscript{103} and that when the test is of a predictive nature\textsuperscript{104}, the person should also receive appropriate and non-directive genetic counseling.\textsuperscript{105} Moreover, it is clearly stipulated that a genetic test cannot be performed unless the person has provided written consent to that effect in a voluntary and informed manner.\textsuperscript{106}

It appears, then, that if it is eventually determined that some genetic tests sold directly to the consumer are for health or medical purposes, this practice would be in violation of Article 7 (1) because it would need to be performed under individualized medical supervision. If, on the other hand, direct-to-consumer genetic testing is determined not to be for medical purposes, then the rules laid down by the Additional Protocol would not be applicable.

It is interesting to note that an organization such as the Council of Europe, whose influence extends not only to its member States but also to non-member States,\textsuperscript{107} is seeking to achieve the harmonization of social and legal practices in the field of genetic testing. The Additional Protocol to the Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine, concerning Genetic Testing for Health Purposes only has the force of law in those countries that accept it. As the protocol does not have automatic force of law, its effectiveness (i.e. its transformation into legal obligation) depends entirely on its ratification. We hope, however, that the protocol will have an indirect impact, as soft law, on moral standards.

Conclusion

It is difficult to determine whether the current enthusiasm for purchasing genetic tests from private companies without the intermediary of a healthcare professional will continue unabated or whether it will diminish in the months ahead. At the time of writing, we believe that a cautious, even protective, approach emphasizing the need to educate the public and healthcare professionals about the implications of this type of testing, is one part of the solution. This would aid in preventing potential undesirable outcomes of direct-to-consumer genetic testing. We would point out that the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), a U.S. federal agency which acts as a consumer protection body, has produced a public information and education document on the subject of direct-to-consumer genetic testing.\textsuperscript{108} In a technical fact sheet the FTC describes the problems of the validity of tests performed in this context, the difficulties associated with the interpretation of the results, and the various aspects to consider if the consumer decides to go ahead regardless and purchase this service. We consider a public information tool of this kind to be essential, because consumers must have access to impartial information.

In addition to the need to educate the public and provide consumers with impartial information, we also consider it a requirement to monitor the quality of laboratories carrying out the tests and to guarantee adequate information for the interpretation of genetic testing results. These requirements should pertain to all genetic testing, including testing performed for DTC services. We conclude, therefore, by emphasizing the scientific, social and moral necessity for an adequate regulatory framework. Considering the great variety of tests on offer and the consequent range of consequences\textsuperscript{109}, we feel, however, that adopting a single approach for all types of
direct-to-consumer genetic testing would likely not be the best solution.

More specifically, in the short term we feel that the direct-to-consumer genetic testing industry should regulate itself and that independent organizations and public consultation bodies should offer education opportunities to the public. As consumers are increasingly inclined to take steps to control their own healthcare, diagnosis and treatment, they are the principal interested parties and they should be consulted. This will avoid taking a too paternalistic approach, while retaining the focus on the ethical issues. The active involvement of a good many agents, including the public at large and Internet users, should allow for the formation of an informed stance regarding the nature of any regulatory framework governing direct-to-consumer genetic testing, as well as stimulating the social debate surrounding it. One such example of public consultation on the ethical issues raised by direct-to-consumer genetic testing is the initiative of the Nuffield Council on Bioethics: *Medical Profiling and Online Medicine: The Ethics of Personalised Healthcare in a Consumer Age*, launched in April 2009.¹¹⁰

In the medium term we would like to see a solid regulatory framework that is adapted to the wide variety of genetic testing services offered directly to consumers. This task needs to be undertaken soon. Already laws are being drawn up nationally¹¹¹ to govern this practice and if we wait too long it will be difficult to harmonize all the national legislation on the statute books. Furthermore, harmonization is essential because direct-to-consumer genetic testing is an international phenomenon, played out online where laws and regulations are increasingly ineffective. Given this reality, we recall with interest the Council of Europe's initiative to attempt to set minimal, harmonized standards for genetic testing.
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around commercial genetic testing services [...] does not impose undue burdens [...] will be of wider value to ensure that any marketing or publicity involving direct-to-consumer genetic testing services that are marketed. The aim should be to help equip customers with sufficient information to judge the relevance of that service for them. [...] (HGC, Genes direct, op. cit. 15)
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